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“Ending All Non-Formal US Immigration Violations in 2022
Starting this April 15th Would be Nice”
To clarify the true need for the Public’s private consideration of such prudent and practical proposals, here are
the opening words from Thomas Paine’s revolutionary pamphlet, Common Sense (February 1776). The historic
pamphlet that George Washington credited with focusing the English colonists on the need for, as Paine wrote
therein, “a declaration of independence”,

Perhaps the sentiments contained in the following pages, are not YET sufficiently fashionable
to procure them general favour; a long habit of not thinking a thing WRONG, gives it a
superficial appearance of being RIGHT, and raises at first a formidable outcry in defense of
custom. But the tumult soon subsides.
“Time makes more converts than Reason”

Sharing Some Good News
If you have not yet heard or read about this Independent Third-Party Movement or reviewed the TIPA
Platform website CommonSense2nd.com, I hope you could soon do so soon.
I believe it is critical for you to be informed about, The American Reformation 2022. Also to
understand its sub-title – Our Peaceful Second American Revolution and Third and Final American
Civil War.
Peaceful, in that we will conduct this aggressive national reconciliation of our social, economic, and
environmental challenges at the ballot box in 2022, 2024, and beyond. We will promote open and
tolerant discussion on a viable national platform designed to promote the Common Good of our
Citizens – before all others… What a refreshing campaign change that will be!?
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For Our American Reformation 2022
Our Major Decision Point = US/Mexico Border
Our 2022 American Reformation Begins on the US/Mexico Border on 4-15-2022
I declare my fellow Americans, that my patriotic and blatant intent herein is to initiate the American
Reformation 2022 with a fairly radical, yet totally practical legislative challenge. A program that the
majority of voters and the American public will gladly embrace. The domestic propaganda is that We
the People support immigration. The domestic reality is that We only support legal, quota-driven
immigration. Because under the National Quota System we currently allow approximately one (1)
million – 1,000,000,000 – legal entrants in EVERY YEAR… That is enough for now and could also
be reduced for a while!
No Human Crisis in Mexico, Central and South America
Consider what has been the Hispanic immigrant’s excuses for the annual northern migration to
America. Terrible conditions, murders, attacks, drug lords, abusive police and military, etc. However,
this “so-called crisis” has been going on for over 35 years. Therefore, it can’t be a crisis when it is
normal – a way-of-life. As I have written before, this is not a crisis! It is a fully functioning industry
on both sides of the border. And it will be shutdown starting as early as 4-15-2022. If We demand
that it be done!
Timing is everything. So, let’s take a realistic look at the so-called Immigrant crisis, south of
the US/Mexico border.
Frankly, it is a thriving yet totally unnecessary group of industries on both sides of the border!
Anything that has gone on for some 35 years is not a crisis, folks. It is a business…
A few sincere words on what has happened to the brave people of Ukraine in less than two (2)
deadly and miserable weeks! In a nation of 41-million people, 2,000,000 have already fled the
country and it is estimated to reach 4,000,000. The majority are children and women.
That is a human crisis, folks. Not so the annual, if not constant northern flow of Non-Annual Quota
persons attempting enter our nation. It is bad joke on us and a total abuse of America’s national desire
to help those in need. But, now enough is enough. We are shutting that door. “No more mister nice
guy”.
To be clear, our Annual-Quota Program allows 1,000,000,000 people into our nation each year from
nations all over the world. Enough is enough!
Sarcastically, after we close the US/Mexico border, I wonder if Mexico will complain that they lost
business revenues from the lack of thousands of migrants traveling those 1,500 miles up thru Mexico.
Many coyotes will be unemployed… I will say no more about that for now. No need…
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This Challenge is the Public’s Demand
Under this historic legislation, the Biden Administration with the full support of the US Congress will
announce the April 15th Immigration Suspension to a stunned and thankful American public. It will be
a relief to see such action actually happen!
The rest of this presentation, details the legislative proposal and describes how we could make
this minor miracle happen and very soon, too!
The Suspension will be known to all nations of this Hemisphere, and to the Mexican government, in
particular. Then Mexican President Andres Obrador will determine to permanently shut-down the
1,500-mile flow of IOs that Mexico has intentionally allowed for decades, for profit. Mexico also
dumps more of its own population into America each year. We have heard all the sad IO excuses for
decades. And frankly, we do not care anymore.
To be clear folks, when the Federal government for decades tells us that Mexico is our partner in
fighting both the IO movements to the North and in the Drug War. We the People know all that is
simply BS – Beyond Sense…
So once again, it is time for the People to lead, the leaders. For that patriotic and motivated small
percentage of the Masses in 2022, to take action as their predecessors bravely did in 1776. They
sacrificed and created American Democracy that We live in the shelter of – to this very today!
We the People of 2022, will act to protect Democracy now for all those that will follow us!
Clarifying Critical Terms – The LO and the IO
A clarification before we review the Immigration Reformation Proposal itself. There are two (2)
primary groups on people walking around on our Sovereign land today. Some millions of them are
uninvited.
There are Legal Occupants (LOs) comprised of American Citizens, legal non-citizen, foreign students
and workers. Workers from agricultural to doctors and scientists. And of course, tourists as long as
they go home… Those that do not are termed “overstays” with no intention of going back home.
Then there are the Illegal Occupants (IOs). My name for them. The Federal government
admits/guesses there are some ten (10) million IOs now inside our borders. They are border violators
whether entering via the US/Mexico and US/Canada land borders – or – via one (1) of our
international airports.
Those IOs break into two (2) groups. Those that our government has an active Immigrant Case Files
(ICF) on, and those 10,000,000 that are just here, living in our country and clearly breaking many laws.
Enough is too much. No new ICF files to be created after 4-15-2022. Any questions?
o

o

o
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The American Reformation 2022
Our Peaceful Second American Revolution
and Third and Final American Civil War
o

o

o

o

US Immigration Reformation Proposal – Demand
Without further delay let us review the US Immigration Reformation (USIR) Proposal. I will restate
that TIPA Proposals have a 65% or better acceptance rate with the American public. This Immigration
Reform Proposal is part of the problem-solving Platform of The Independent Party of America (TIPA).

We the People Do Hereby Demand
Therefore, We the People do hereby Demand the following Immigration Reform Proposal (IRP)
provisions to be implemented – all but immediately:
1. It is obvious to state that every White House Administration and US Congress for the last 35 years
has effectively played kick-the-can down-the-road in stopping the abuse of our land and airport
ports-of-entry. Thus, We the People declare that the border be closed until further notice, which
will probably mean permanently.
And, that the American National Identification Program (ANIP) be implemented immediately.
2. ALL Non-formal immigration into the US will be suspended as of April 15, 2022. This
Reformation is designed to permanently end America’s Illegal Occupant (IO) problem. There will
be no more IOs!
3. The simplest Rules is the easiest to announce, follow, and enforce.
This is the simplest approach. The easiest for the public to oversee.
Therefore, the Suspension of the flow of anyone and everyone across the US/Mexico, means
NO new immigrant cases will be created after 4-15-22. PERIOD! No new immigration cases
will be created after 4-15-22.
From that great day on, even if someone steps foot on our land they will be picked up,
transported to the nearest land Port-of-Entry, and handed over to the Mexican border
authorities. They let them travel to our border and they will now get them right back!
So, it will be to their advantage to stop flow themselves. Men, women, children, 9-month
pregnant women, and old people. No one really means no one in 2022.
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Lobbying groups can start all the useless law suits they want, but the US border will be closed
on 4-15-22. Law suits will be rejected.
4. Confronting the International Airport immigration violations will be a bit more difficult, but can be
done. US Immigration has had counts on “overstays” for many years, but they have not been
prosecuted. The airlines for years have successfully pressured the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) not to “complicate” passenger loading and unloading procedures. That pressure will be
ignored going forward.
I understand that Australia has a very effective system, but one (1) that is not as good as Israel’s
system.
5. This Immigration Suspension will also include what is generally referred to as “Chain Migration”.
It is a well-violated backdoor into our nation that will finally be plugged – and permanently!
6. During the first few years of the Immigration Reformation, we will rapidly implement the
American National Identification Program (ANIP). America is one (1) of the few nations not to
have such a critical national administrative system. It is required for us to better manage
population movement and to control $ocial $ervices budget$.
7. The ANIP Badge will contain and track at least a person’s photo, figure print(s), address, and other
data, as required.
8. The ANIP will only be used for government Population Management programs and will be
secured. It will be abused like the Social Security Number (SSN) has been for commercial uses.
Literally hundreds of IOs are walking around with forged paperwork with duplicate SSNs.
9. All citizens will have an ANIP Badge. All legally registered, long-term non-citizens, foreign
students, foreign workers of all types, and any other Legal Occupants (LOs) will have a so
designated ANIP Badge.
10. We will work aggressively until the existing backlog of all known I/Os, is processed and all court
actions are closed. Some percentage of the IOs will be allowed to stay, while the rest will be
deported. And that includes men, women, and children.
Those that stay will get an appropriate ANIP Badge. However, they will not automatically
receive citizenship and may never to be allowed to.
There will come a time when there are no more IOs in America or dam close to it! And then,
all the federal, state, and local budgets now being wasted processing the IOs will be freed up
for better purposes. Such as helping our own people. Amen!
11. We will work aggressively to identify everyone else that is not here legally. Please note that some
in this group of IOs are active criminals. They will be dealt with accordingly. The longer it takes
to identify such persons, the less kind our courts will be. Such persons could get smart and exit
America on their own.
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12. We would prefer that anyone that enters the US in 2022, is made very aware that they may not be
allowed to stay. That we can be sure will be negotiated, but a hard line is drawn! Some 36 years
of IOs is way too much.
Finally, any babies born to women that were already pregnant when entering our country in 2022
will be excluded from US Citizenship consideration. The 14th Amendment be damned in such
situations anymore. Legislation will be implemented to remove yet another well-abused backdoor
method of entering the US! FINALLY!
Birthright citizenship is guaranteed to most people born on U.S. territory by the first part of
the Citizenship Clause introduced by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution (adopted July 9, 1868), which states:
"All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside".
Source is Wikipedia, “Birthright Citizenship in the United States”

I sincerely hope that you have found this TIPA Problem-solving legislative proposal to be both
informative and encouraging. And that after considering the proposal, you could vote for it when given
the chance.
o

o

o

o

The 535 on Put on Notice – For their Jobs
We the People. We the 2022 Voters. Expect the Biden Administration and Congressional leadership,
to immediately pass the various parts of this and related legislation. ALL members of Congress will be
required to cast their votes on this aggressive Reform legislation. And their votes will be made Public.
Congress will also include absolute enforcement oversite and aggressive prosecution power with this
legislation.
I believe that this TIPA Immigration Reform proposal realistically frames the People’s desired course
of action. There will certainly be more on this critical Immigration Reform Program as it is being
implemented.
o

o

o

o

Next let’s review some very relevant and stunning US Census numbers. Then we will review some of
the strategy for getting all this done!
o

o

o
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20-Year Census Data Race Comparisons
If ever some human statistics told a clear story about the 20 years of immigration and border abuse, the
chart on the next page nails it! A few of the numbers actually shocked me! That doesn’t normally
happen. So, let’s get to the real numbers they would rather we not be fully aware of!!
Over those 20 years:
•
•
•
•

White American population increased only,
Black American population increased only,
Asian American population increased,
Hispanic American population increased,

1.3 million; a less than 1% increase.
7.9 million, a 22% increase.
9.4 million; a 93% increase.
23.8 million; a 64% increase.

•

Total American population increased,

43.0 million; a 15% increase.

The lack of White population growth is quite disturbing. The disproportionate numbers in both
Hispanic and Asian population growth somewhat explains the impact of the flow of immigrants from
south of the US/Mexico border and from the Asian nations via airports.
It seems fair to speculate that the majority of estimated ten (10) million IOs walking free in our borders
are mostly from the nations south of the US/Mexico border.
Again, both Republicans and Democrats are equally at fault in failing to secure our national borders.
Why? Because, their primary donor-base wants cheaper labor and/or more bodies legal or not to fillup their rental units. That is far more the reality, than you may have considered, folks.
Thus, every Spring and Summer for decades, Mexico promotes the northward flow, and members of
Congress throw their hands up in the air. The Party out-of-power blames the Party in-power for not
doing something about it. And they both blame whomever is in the White House. The annual result is
nothing gets done, accept that thousands more IOs slip across our Southern border. Congress, as usual
gets nothing done and the Status Quo is protected for their campaign donors.
o

o

o
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In one (1) of the American Citizen Statistic tables presented on the TIPA Platform website
CommonSense2nd.com, is the US 2000 and 2020 Census Racial Groupings and 2020 Sex Tables. That
20-year Census comparison bluntly documents the horrific and organized abuse of the uncontrolled
US/Mexico border.

US Census - Population by Race Comparison 2000 vs. 2020
Item Title
Total US Population

Year 2000

White

328,239,523

43,239,523

15%

Year 2020

285,000,000

Census Racial
Groupings

Growth

%
Growth

% Tot
Less than
1%

196,000,000

60.1

197,271,953

1,271,953

Hispanic or Latino
Black or African
American

37,000,000

18.5

60,724,312

23,724,312

64%

36,000,000

13.4

43,984,096

7,984,096

22%

Asian

10,000,000

5.9

19,366,132

9,366,132

93%

2.8

9,190,707
4,267,114

1,267,114

42%

Two or More Races

No Breakout

American Natives

3,000,000

1.3

Others

3,000,000

0.2

656,479 (2,343,521)

Male

140,000,000

161,588,973

Female

145,000,000

166,650,550

285,000,000

328,239,523

The World's
Population
Year

Total

Growth

1990

5,278,639,789

15.2

2000

6,082,966,429

12.6

2010

6,956,823,603

10.7

2020

7,794,798,739

8.7

We, the frustrated and disgusted American Public, are now ready for true legislative leadership and to
have our long-standing social and economic problems confronted and solved.
It is time for Our American Reformation. We have an Electoral Strategy for 2022 and beyond!
So on to the 2022 campaign trail for me and hopefully for hundreds of TIPA Platform Candidates to
run and win on November 8, 2022!! Winning seats in the US Congress and 50 State legislatures.

I believe those victories could be ours for the taking. Let’s go get them!!
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This ends the US Immigration Reformation Demand Brief
o

o

o

o

Thank you for your time and interest. There is good reason for us to be optimistic.
Take care,

A J Wildman
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